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BETWEEN THE LINES

The Power of Positive Energy
Marc, From one local guy to another – Best wishes, Wes
That was a message inscribed on a gift I received from one of the most powerful leaders in the energy industry in
the mid-1990s. Wesley W. von Schack was then Chairman, President and CEO of Energy East Corp., the parent
company of the utility known as New York State Electric & Gas. I still have the NYSEG hardhat with the sharpieembossed message the native Long Islander presented to me that day.
At the time, I was serving as the ranking member of the Assembly Energy Committee. von Schack was in Albany
as part of an electric and gas industry legislative conference when he and a colleague, Bob Catell, the then head
honcho at Brooklyn Union Gas, decided to pay my office a visit. A presentation of the token gift made sparks fly
between the two energy execs.
The tension diffused the following day when Catell kept his pledge not to allow his upstate colleague to upstage
him. I received from Bob a royal blue BUG hardhat to accompany the orange NYSEG hardhat.
Little did I know this light-hearted competition would energize a greater movement. Word quickly reached the
desk of William Catacosinos, the boss at the Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO). He dispatched a yellow LILCO
hardhat in lightning speed, from the company’s Hicksville office, back to Albany. I guess our region’s energy CEO
believed the local guy, the one elected to represent the area of LILCO’s headquarters (me), needed his company’s
hardhat displayed among the others. Before I knew it, the industry’s distribution system helped me build a hardhat
collection that continues to brighten my office today.
Gazing at the current collection of hardhats, adorned with logos of companies past and present, I reminisce about
the connectivity of the energy industry. Not the gas and electric transmission and distribution systems, but rather
of the people who work in the industry... the ones who wear hardhats on the job and the others who support them.
Our utilities are a service industry, and without hesitation, the men and women in this field— particularly on Long
Island—are deeply connected to our communities. They truly care about their neighbors and perform their vocations
in the utmost professional manner. Through the years, the Long Island energy industry has endured many changes
including deregulation, changing business models, legacy company iterations and dramatic response efforts to
multiple natural disasters. Yet, the workforce remains devoted to serving its neighbors.
This edition of Long Island Road Warriors highlights a few of today’s energy leaders who remain connected to Long
Island. These powerful people call Long Island home and devote their energies to sparking a bright future for our
region and the state. We hope the pages featuring these individuals will enlighten you to their
various roles and responsibilities. These Long Islander’s include Michael Balboni of the New
York Power Authority board, New York State Public Service Commissioner Tracey Edwards, and
LIPA’s CEO Tom Falcone. Their articles precede our cover spotlight story, focused on Bob
DeMarinis, National Grid’s Vice President of Gas Operations NY. His incredible career and commitment to his country, company, region and family is electrifying, to say the least. We hope
you find his story energizing. And as Bob nears retirement, I tip my hardhat to him, transmitting
a familiar message:

Bob, From one local guy to another – Best wishes, Marc

Marc Herbst
Executive Director
Long Island Contractors’
Association
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SURETY

Supporting Strategic Growth through
Surety Partnerships by Gregory Steele, Director at Construction Risk Partners
The sustained healthy construction economy has
helped contribute to record backlogs and profitability,
resulting in bigger balance sheets and increased surety
capacity. This, coupled with the continued soft surety
market conditions, has led to a sense of “unlimited
capacity” for most construction firms of strong credit
quality. While this is obviously favorable for growing
construction firms, it’s important for all contractors to
remain disciplined around pursuing projects that suit
your strengths and align with your business goals. That
said, now is an important time as ever to engage a
surety team that fully understands and buys into your
business plan. A well-equipped surety broker can be a
valuable lifeline when you face challenging decisions.
Whether it’s a new territory, project type, onerous contract terms, record job size, your surety team is there
to advocate and support you when you feel opportunities fit within your risk appetite.
Given the Work in Process schedule is the lifeblood
of a construction company, construction C-Suites
are highly focused on operational predictability and
successful outcomes. Most of the strategic planning
currently is around right-sizing backlog, margins,
overhead, and resources to successfully navigate an
inevitable slowdown in the economy. Frequent questions in monthly Cost to Complete meetings include:
- How much backlog can we successfully undertake and properly match available resources,
while maintaining peak productivity?
- What is our optimal work portfolio risk
composition, in terms of average job size,
scope, duration, location, self-perform vs.
subcontract, and owner mix?

- How does this holistically fit into our project
specific go/no-go strategy?

- How are we ensuring that upcoming work
opportunities are priced with appropriate
risk/reward?

- Are we carefully considering the cash flow and
working capital requirements to successfully
prosecute the work on hand?

While we continue to have a positive outlook for the
next 18-24 months, best in class firms are inherently
focused on continuous improvement. They consistently
evolve their business strategy to capitalize on the current marketplace. Moreover, they find ways to gain
competitive advantage and outperform their peers
when the economy slows. They manage their tougher
jobs better (sometimes by not taking them), proactively invest in technology, establish contingency plans,
diversify their sources of work opportunities, and retain their key human capital. Another recurring trait is
that they leverage their surety team to help drive key
business decisions.

Your surety broker and carrier partners should be
trusted advisors to support your short and long term
business strategy. They have significant data available
along with industry expertise to leverage on your
behalf, including but not limited to: due diligence
support, historical WIP trending and metrics, cash flow
analysis/projections, actuarial loss statistics, financial
forecasting, and lessons learned from industry peers.
They can be a vital soundboard to help assess the risks
of breaking through new growth ceilings. The best
surety partnerships are those built on transparency,
visibility and stability into the future. Are you leveraging
your surety partnerships to be the best contractor you
can be?

Gregory Steele
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Construction Risk Partners is a
full service broker that is solely dedicated
to the construction industry.
Our specialists deliver a comprehensive
suite of surety, insurance and risk
management solutions to help our clients
have better balance sheet protection.
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As Chair of the Senate’s Transportation Committee, I
recognize that millions rely on New York’s transit networks
every day, and believe that they deserve eﬀective, reliable,
and safe transportation options. With that in mind, I’ve
prioritized visits to communities across the state, to see
ﬁrsthand the problems diﬀerent New Yorkers face. In
my ﬁrst seven months as Chair, I’ve visited Long Island
on multiple occasions, including holding a hearing in
Nassau County on the state of the LIRR and Long Island
bus systems.

What I’ve learned is that many improvements are still
needed across all our modes of transportation, which is
why I’ve worked to expand the budget to improve the
overall conditions of the LIRR, the NICE bus system, and
have begun planning for the next DOT capital plan.

PERSPECTIVES

Senate Transportation Committee Chair

POLITICAL

Around New York State with Senator Tim Kennedy:

As part of this year’s budget deal, I was proud to work with
the Long Island delegation to secure a minimum of $1
billion in new capital money for the LIRR. This new funding
will help modernize the Long Island Rail Road’s aging
signal and communications system and reduce delays.
Purchasing more rail cars across the entire system will help
with the all too frequent overcrowding. Overall, this level
of investment is overdue.

In addition to an increased budget for the LIRR, I supported
the purchase of environmentally friendly buses across the
state. During one of my trips to Long Island, I took a tour
of the NICE system. NICE is now a world leader in operating
electric buses, and operates one of the largest compressed
natural gas ﬂeets, keeping the environment clean while
supporting Long Island’s gas utility system. As Chair, I will
keep advocating for environmentally friendly options in
our transportation systems.
Looking forward, the upcoming budget will include a new
ﬁve year DOT capital plan, outlining the state’s road
spending for the next ﬁve years. Our goal is to maximize
spending to improve our transportation networks across
the state, which in turn will support local jobs. It’s time for
a massive investment in New York’s infrastructure, and
we’ll be doing that by repairing and replacing local roads,
highways, bridges and canals. I will continue to ﬁght for
the strongest DOT capital plan possible.
As Transportation Chair, I’ve worked hard to deliver real
change for New Yorkers over the past seven months, but
we’re only just getting started. I look forward to continuing
to ﬁght for more resources and more eﬀective systems
statewide.
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ACCOUNTING

2019 Accounting and
Technology Check-Up

by Stephen D. Ebinger, Long Island Construction Industry Leader
CohnReznick, LLP

What faces our industry is a period of great opportunity balanced with some real concerns.
All you have to do is Google “construction labor concerns” and numerous agencies and
construction-focused organizations all cite reports that labor is a major concern. And that
emanates from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce as well citing their first quarter commercial
construction index report with USG Corporation that labor shortages continue to affect the
industry. How are owners, CFOs and key management members preparing for what is ahead
for the industry?

One such way is through technology. No surprise as we all have our own personal experiences
to share. The speed at which technology is changing our world is unprecedented. The construction industry is no different. In the past 20 years, we went from little connectivity through
computers to almost full adoption of smart, interconnected devices, much of which is through
our smartphones. If you remember phone booths, fax machines and local hardware stores,
then we are from the same generation. In the polls I have seen, the construction industry
has been one of the industries with the lowest investment in technology. It is time for the
construction industry to take a hard look at its technology and incorporate efficiencies and
time-savings that technology can bring. Picking up efficiencies while easing administrative
burdens will help ease the issue of labor shortages.

Contractors (and their key consultants) should be asking:

• When did you last upgrade your accounting software?
• Is your accounting software able to handle the new revenue Recognition and Lease
accounting changes?
• Are you utilizing remote devices to capture field information and integrating that with
the office accounting software?
• Are you taking advantage of BIM, project estimating, and management software?
• When did you last evaluate your IT environment to assess its viability and its security?
• Have you performed a cybersecurity assessment? Owners are building cyber protection
requirements in their contracts and the cases of computer hacking has become a
rampant issue in the construction community.
• Have you implemented policies and procedures regarding utilization of phones and
technology to meet worker safety concerns as well as protecting the overall
system security?

Are we ready as an industry to meet the technology demands of the next generation of
employees? Just as we moved away from using manual spreadsheets to Excel schedules,
this next generation (and likely some of the older guard) will want to have access to the
latest technology to streamline their day-to-day operations. You must be ready to address
these technology needs. The labor shortages will continue to get worse, and there are
ways to utilize technology both in the field and the office to streamline many of the laborintensive processes.

Get the conversation started. Meet with your team of trusted advisors, take a hard look at
your existing technology, and then listen to the needs of your workforce and plot out your
long-term strategy and investment.

As you start to plan for your 2019 financial statement and tax preparation, use this time to
address these critical factors. You must assure your company is positioned to handle what
the future sends our way.
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CAREER

CAREER CHOICES:

COLLEGE IS NOT THE ONLY PATH TO SUCCESS
by Charles A. Gardner, National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA) - Long Island Chapter

Choices, choices, choices – especially during senior year of high school, the pressures mount on the students as they are
bombarded with “what are you going to do; what do you want to be; what colleges are you applying to?” Rarely asked or
heard is, “have you considered a skilled trade?” There is somewhat of a stigma that many attach to plans for anything “less”
than a college degree.
Too many high school seniors feel less-than-successful if they do not go to college.

Too many parents feel they have somehow failed if their child does not go to college.

Too many guidance counselors grade their job performance (or are graded by others) relative to the percentage of the senior
class that goes on to college.
Too many high school “career nights” do not have a table for anything other than “college.”

While graduating from college is the start of many a successful career, attending college, most would agree, is not for everyone. We all know kids who come home as early as one semester into their college career and do not return to their college.
A great number of students do not graduate in four years, taking five, six, sometimes more years to get that precious degree.
Life gets in the way – money issues, jobs while going to school take time away from needed studies, realization that the
chosen course of study no longer appeals. What does not go away is the debt incurred for the years attending college. Six
figures in debt can be a crushing load that takes years to eliminate.
For those who might not have the aptitude or desire to go to college, there are choices available that do not get enough
attention from parents, students or guidance counselors - trade schools and apprenticeship programs. There is a consensus
that the demand for skilled tradespeople nationally, as well as here on Long Island, exceeds the number of those available to
fill the job openings. Many national trade associations are projecting deficits of many thousands relative to skilled job openings
and those skilled laborers able to fill them.

A typical apprenticeship program here on Long Island takes five years to finish. During that time, the apprentice is going to
school taking classroom instruction a few nights a week while working for a contractor during the week getting real life,
on-the-job training – all while getting paid! There are some small expenses (tools, books, etc.) associated with the program
but these are minimal and offset by the salary that the apprentice earns while in the program. And recent changes to qualifications for 529 college savings plans now allow for these types of expenses to qualify for inclusion.
When apprentices graduate from the program, they become journeymen earning a salary/benefit package of just less than $90
an hour. This includes wages, pension, annuity and 401K benefits. And the most striking aspect, when compared to someone
who has graduated from college in four years or more, is the fact that there is zero debt owed by the first-year journeyman!
Not a bad way to start on a rewarding, fulfilling career!

We need to get the message through to as many school boards, school administrators, guidance counselors, parents and
students themselves that there are career choices other than college to explore, especially in the construction industry, where
graduating from an apprenticeship program is a recognized educational and professional achievement and one that can result
in a rewarding, enjoyable career.
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NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY
Michael Balboni is a Trustee for the

New York Power Authority (NYPA), the largest state-run
power utility in the nation. Mr. Balboni was appointed
to NYPA in June 2017 by Governor Andrew Cuomo. He
currently sits as the Chair for the Cyber and Physical
Security Committee. Mr. Balboni is the founder and
Managing Partner of RedLand Strategies, a consulting
firm that aids companies and government entities.
Before entering the private sector, Balboni served the
public in New York State for 19 years, beginning with
his election to the New York State Assembly in February
of 1990. He was re-elected to the NYS Assembly four
times, before winning a seat in the NYS Senate. He then
served in the New York State Governor’s Office as
Deputy Secretary for Public Safety and Homeland
Security Advisor for New York State, overseeing 13 state
agencies.
As a New York State Senator, Balboni developed an
extensive background in cyber security as the first
chairman of the Senate Homeland Security Committee
following September 11. During his tenure, he was
responsible for nearly all of the major laws relating to
Homeland Security for New York State, many of which
became models for national legislation. Balboni’s
expertise in cyber security will be a great benefit for
NYPA given the increased digitization of the current
electric system and NYPA’s focus on being the nation’s
leader in the digital transformation of public power.
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NYPA generates and delivers over 20 percent of the
State’s electricity needs. NYPA is on the path to becoming the first end-to-end ‘digital utility’ in the country
by redesigning how assets are managed, and utilizing
innovative digital technologies. NYPA’s Vision 2020
Strategic plan includes leveraging connectivity, big data
and analytics to drive actionable business insight that
enables the utility to better serve customers and key
stakeholders. NYPA has already progressed in this
vision through the New York Energy manager hub which
links 11,000 buildings on a single digital platform,
tapping the power of big data, advanced analytics and
machine learning. NYPA’s Integrated Smart Operations
Center (iSOC) and Advanced Grid Innovation Lab
for Energy (AGILe) hubs have been created to help
build a fully digitized New York State grid that will
empower New Yorkers’ choice to use, generate and store
clean power.
NYPA’s expansive reach includes Long Island based
initiatives. In August 2018 NYPA worked with the New
York Independent System Operator (NYISO), Con
Edison, the New York State Energy research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and the Long Island
Power Authority (LIPA) with input from National Grid
to commission an in-depth study on offshore wind
development. The waters off of New York City and Long
Island offer some of the best wind resources in the
world, putting New York in a prime position to support
offshore wind development in the United States.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Tracey A. Edwards of Long Island
was appointed in June to a six-year term as a Commissioner of the New York State Public Service Commission
(Commission).

Bipartisan by law since 1970, the Commission consists
of up to five members, each appointed by the Governor
and confirmed by the State Senate for a term of six years
or to complete an unexpired term of a former Commissioner.

The Commission regulates the state's electric, gas, steam,
telecommunications, and water utilities and is charged
by law with the responsibility for ensuring that adequate
service is provided by New York's utilities and setting
just and reasonable rates. In addition, the Commission
exercises jurisdiction over the siting of major gas and
electric transmission facilities and has responsibility
for ensuring the safety of natural gas and liquid petroleum pipelines. The Commission also oversees the cable
industry.
A wealth of experience in both the public sector and the
telecommunications industry made Ms. Edwards an
ideal addition to the Commission. Previously, she served
as Verizon Communications’ Region President where
she led a team of 4,000 employees responsible for field
operations of voice, broadband, and video services
in geographic areas within
New York. During Super
Storm Sandy, Ms. Edwards
led the Manhattan, Queens,

and Staten Island teams that restored service to thousands of businesses and consumers throughout the
metropolitan area. Additionally, she served as President
of the Empire City Subway Company, a subsidiary of
Verizon that specializes in subsurface engineering and
construction services where she was responsible for
building and maintaining conduit and manhole infrastructure in Manhattan and the Bronx.

“I thank Governor Cuomo for giving me the opportunity
to join the Public Service Commission. I am honored,
and upon assuming the role of Commissioner, my focus
will be on meeting the Governor’s clean energy and
carbon goals to combat climate change and continue the
excellent work of the Commission to reform the energy
industry to be more consumer-focused, efficient, and
environmentally friendly,” said Commissioner Tracey
A. Edwards upon her Senate Confirmation.
Ms. Edwards previously served as Councilwoman in the
Town of Huntington. Her many legislative accomplishments included an environmental focus by working
with Suffolk County legislature to develop clean water
legislation that banned formaldehyde in marine water
tanks, hosting New York State emergency preparedness
seminars and leading civic forums on home energy
efficiency for Huntington residents.
Ms. Edwards is affiliated with Habitat for Humanity of
Suffolk that provides affordable housing for Suffolk
families in need. She is the Long Island Regional Director of the NAACP, secretary for United Way of Long
Island, and President of the Melville Lions Club. Tracey
and her husband Walter, live in Dix Hills, NY and are
blessed to have 3 children and two grandchildren.
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LONG ISLAND POWER AUTHORITY
Tom Falcone

is the Chief Executive Officer
of the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA), the third
largest not-for-profit, publicly owned electric utility in
the United States. Mr. Falcone joined LIPA in January
2014, previously serving as Chief Financial Officer.
Prior to joining LIPA, Mr. Falcone was an investment
banker and advisor to publicly owned utilities and state
and local governments. In that role, Mr. Falcone raised
more than $25 billion for public utilities and infrastructure investments across the country.

Under Falcone’s direction, LIPA has focused on strategic
matters that affect its 1.1 million customers: providing
clean, reliable and affordable electric service for Long
Island and the Rockaways. To help meet these objectives, LIPA has invested more than $1.4 billion in
energy efficiency and clean energy resources over the
last ten years, reducing Long Island’s energy peak
by more than 585 megawatts. LIPA has the largest
energy efficiency program in the State as measured by
load reduction, which contributes to the reduction of
emissions and helps customers save money on their
electric bills.

The continued investment in clean energy will reduce
carbon emissions on Long Island by 276,359 tons in
2019 and 3,559,833 tons by 2030, the equivalent of
286,069 average homes. Contributing to LIPA’s clean
energy portfolio, Long Island is home to New York
State’s four largest utility-scale solar farms, with locations in Shoreham, Riverhead, East Hampton, and its
newest in Kings Park.

LIPA’s dedication to clean energy initiatives aligns with
Governor Andrew Cuomo’s Reforming the Energy
Vision (REV), a nation-leading clean energy program
that creates new jobs and economic opportunities
on the Island and throughout the State and assists
customers in making better informed energy choices.
LIPA’s involvement with REV includes the development of New York’s first offshore wind project, which
will produce 130-megawatts of energy. The South Fork
Wind Farm, expected to be operational in December
2022, is located 30 miles southeast of Montauk–out of
sight from Long Island’s picturesque beaches–and will
provide enough renewable electricity to power 70,000
homes and offset 300,000 tons of carbon emissions
each year.

LIPA is also committed to the development of utilityscale battery storage with 80-megawatt hours of
batteries already deployed, and in tandem with the
New York State Research and Development Authority
will enable local permitting authorities across the
State to collectively deploy 3,000 megawatts of energy
storage by 2030. LIPA is also deeply vested in the
continued growth of the Island’s residential and commercial solar market, which allows customers to reduce
energy costs by generating their own power on-site or
purchasing clean energy through a larger community
project.
Along with its clean energy initiatives, LIPA has
managed to keep its rates flat while also investing in a
stronger, more resilient and reliable grid. Recognizing these efforts, together with LIPA’s remarkably
improved credit profile and stable outlook, Moody's has
upgraded LIPA to an A3 credit rating.
###
In addition to Tom Falcone’s work at LIPA, he is a board
member of the Large Public Power Council and the
Advanced Energy Research and Technology Center at Stony
Brook University and participates in the Energeia Partnership, a think-tank organization focused on challenges facing
Long Island. He received a Bachelor of Science in Economics
from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Robert DeMarinis
ON YOUR RETIREMENT
THANK YOU FOR 37 YEARS

From
rom everyone at
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Hallen
C
Con
Const
Construct
Construction
Co., Inc.

11 COMMERCIAL STREET
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
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A Salute to Service

Robert DeMarinis,

COVER STORY

Vice President Gas Operations NY, National Grid

In this life, there are people who serve their companies. There are people who serve their country.
And there are people who serve the less fortunate. But rarely are there people who do all this
and more, with the same commitment, dedication and humility as our cover subject, Robert (Bob)
DeMarinis, Vice President, Gas Operations NY for National Grid.

NOT YOUR TYPICAL “COMPANY MAN”

As Bob arrives for the interview, I feel he looks too young to retire. Despite the genuine praise
and ﬂattering comments I’ve heard about his “quiet style but skillful leadership,” cynicism rears
its ugly head and I momentarily think he’s just another “company man” looking to retire young
with a nice pension. Two hours later and I ﬁnd I could not have been more wrong. Bob could
(and should) rewrite the deﬁnition of “company man” in the best way possible. The dedication
he has shown toward his company, his country and humanity, forces me to remember to
never, ever “judge a book by its cover.”

ALL THE RIGHT STUFF

Astronaut may be one of the few titles Bob never earned. However, he speciﬁcally recalls
a 6th grade ﬁeld trip to the Grumman Corporation—and growing up in the “race for space”
age— as his direct inspiration for wanting to become an engineer.
Take that spark and fan it with positive inﬂuences from immediate and extended family
living in a new island-based suburban neighborhood chock full of ﬁreﬁghters, cops and
military veterans, and it’s easy to understand Bob’s initial trajectory: choosing New
York Maritime College for his undergraduate degree in marine engineering. An ideal
combination of discipline and engineering, Bob relished the opportunity it oﬀered to
learn while also putting that knowledge to the test with hands-on, real life applications. I suppose that desire for greater knowledge and practical experience also led
him to eventually earn not just one, but two, Master’s degrees in the years that followed.

Bob credits the M.S. in Engineering Management which he earned from Stony
Brook as being a “very inﬂuential part of his success”, citing one speciﬁc Labor
Management Course he took as having a truly profound impact on how he views
and values the critically important relationship between management and
labor. It is something which he says has served him well in all aspects of his
career.

His M.S. in Environmental Technology from New York Institute of Technology
(NYIT) allowed this self-proclaimed “environmentalist” to gain additional
scientiﬁc knowledge, in a very localized setting, which Bob also found
invaluable. You sense the pride when he describes his thesis, which examined a real-life energy problem involving a local Village concession stand
and resulted in an innovative solar powered solution which, in its day,
was far ahead of its time and is still operational.

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE…

Bob started his professional career in 1981 at the Port Jeﬀerson Power
Station, working for a company then known as the Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO). Over the course of his 38 years of employment,
he estimates he’s held a dozen or more diﬀerent positions with
the company now known as National Grid. It’s a fact that’s not
surprising, once you realize that the company itself has gone
through a host of changes.
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Any Long Islander who has spent time paying utility bills could recite their evolution…
LILCO brieﬂy became MarketSpan which became KeySpan, then partly overseen by
LIPA, before ﬁnally becoming part of the current UK-based National Grid who now
serves more than 7 million gas and electric customers in the Northeast US.

All that change kept things interesting. As Bob assumed new roles in both the gas and
electric sides of the business, he gained additional knowledge in a variety of areas from
power generation to transmission operations, distribution and more. Bob’s education and
experience would be further tested, and his leadership skills honed while responding to
some of the toughest challenges in the company’s history, a few of which quickly came to
mind:
• The North American Ice Storm of 1998 which aﬀected parts of upstate New York to
Ontario, Canada. His crews providing assistance there encountered massive diﬃculties
just trying to reach the equipment and power lines that needed repair due to intense and
hazardous ice/snow conditions.
• Hurricane Georges in October 1998 when Bob managed all logistics as his team spent
2 months in Puerto Rico performing electric restoration eﬀorts.
• Hurricane Irene 2011 where severe ﬂooding in the Mohawk Valley dislocated a critical gas
pipeline.
• Superstorm Sandy in 2012 when Bob served as the incident commander while crews worked
to restore gas service during one of the worst and largest events in the company’s (and Long
Island’s) history.

Truth be told, Bob has a distinct advantage when it comes to emergency response and the ability to
handle serious situations with orderly eﬃciency and calm, quiet conﬁdence…

AN OFFICER & A GENTLEMAN

Bob’s outstanding leadership skills can also be attributed to his second career—the Navy Reserves—
which began upon college graduation in 1981, just as Bob started his career with LILCO. His commission
would mark the beginning of 30 years of service to our country, before eventually retiring as a Captain
in 2011.

Nearly 25 of those 30 years were spent as an oﬃcer in the active reserves, sometimes serving nearby at
Brooklyn’s Floyd Bennet Field on a ﬂoating repair barge, overseeing ship to shop repairs in Staten Island or
travelling to Navy commands in Newport, RI and Norfolk, VA. His service also required training deployments
abroad, such as to Bahrain in support of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. It was Bob’s
exceptional leadership during one of those assignments for which he was awarded the US Navy Meritorious
Service Medal as Executive Oﬃcer, Military Sealift Command, Northern Persian Gulf 102.

When asked about his responsibilities, Bob simply says most of his naval career was spent “in various roles
which support the active duty Navy” such as replenishing supplies to ships or providing port operations management. Not surprising, as I ﬁnd that most of Bob’s life has been spent supporting others, whether personally
or professionally.

POSITIVE ENERGY

In earlier days of LILCO, Bob notes they were a very engineering-based “nut and bolts” kind of company. But thanks
to the prior leadership of Bob Catell, the company now carries forward a much more community-based approach.
They realize the importance of key relationships with stakeholders and they share Bob’s strong commitment to
customers, employees, and the communities they serve. Perhaps this is why Bob has stayed so long—a mutual desire
to provide “positive energy” in more ways than one.

National Grid oﬀers workforce development programs and actively supports a wide variety of charitable, educational
and cultural organizations. Employees and executives spend thousands of hours volunteering, which is strongly
encouraged, whether through local groups or as part of the company’s Power to Serve program. Bob also noted that his
company (in whatever name or stage of its evolution) has always been very supportive of those who serve. Often, service
time is not deducted from vacation days, and in some cases the company would continue to pay full salary to those who
were serving while deployed abroad.

continued on page 21
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Excavator Beware

Dig safely around natural gas lines

To report a natural gas emergency, call 911 and National Grid immediately.
Whether you operate heavy equipment or use handheld tools, when you dig, you risk contacting
natural gas pipelines. Use these tips to stay safe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notify 811 well in advance of digging or moving earth in any way – even for small jobs.
Respect the locate marks and follow them when digging.
Dig with care in the vicinity of underground natural gas pipelines.
If you find an unmarked or mismarked line, stop digging and notify 811.
Report any suspicious activity near a natural gas pipeline marker.
Don’t rely on your nose alone. Be alert for the many warning signs of a natural gas leak.
Know what to do if your equipment contacts a natural gas pipeline.

To report a gas emergency for Long Island and the Rockaways,
call 911 and National Grid at 1-800-490-0045 immediately.

For additional safety information and materials,
visit ngridsafety.com and connect with us on

Beyond his careers on both land and sea, Bob’s resumé of volunteerism and charitable endeavors is even more impressive. Certain
roles understandably have both professional and personal signiﬁcance, such as serving on the board of directors for the Long Island
Builders Institute (LIBI) and the U.S. Green Building Council-LI
Chapter (USGBC-LI). But, as a graduate of the 2008 Energeia Partnership (The Academy for Regional Stewardship at Molloy College)
and the 2007 Leadership Huntington Flagship Program, it’s clear
that Bob’s internal desire to serve is strong and deeply rooted.
Bob currently sits on the boards of the United Way of Long Island
and the Paul Snyder Memorial Foundation. He is a member of the
Volunteer Leadership Advisory Board of the NY Blood Center and
served as Corporate Chairperson for the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation. He has volunteered for Junior Achievement
of NY, served as a counselor for Suﬀolk County Boy Scouts and he
has coached community youth football and lacrosse teams.

A DAY IN THE LIFE

Today, Bob’s oﬃcial title as VP of Gas Operations NY, makes him responsible for “ﬁeld operations and construction associated with
maintaining and growing a safe and reliable gas distribution network” to serve the 2.3 million customers in National Grid’s New York
territory. But as you read, you’ll see his role, his reach and his inﬂuence appear to be far more strategic and “power-ful” than he
takes credit for.

Bob spends a good deal of his time working with multiple stakeholders, from business leaders and elected oﬃcials to developers
and contractors (including many LICA members such as Bancker Construction, Grace Industries, Hallen Construction, Haugland
Energy, and Posillico, who each do a good bit of utility-related projects). Together, they work to address joint challenges surrounding
our infrastructure. They collaborate to align plans so related project costs can be reduced or shared, saving time and taxpayer dollars.

continued on next page

Bancker Construction and the Beyer family congratulate

Robert DeMarinis

on the occasion of his retirement

Your legacy of utility improvements and strengthening of

Long Island’s gas infrastructure are a testament to your devotion.
Your friends at Bancker
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Q &A

Words of
Wisdom
with

Bob DeMarinis
of National Grid

Q. At home, what’s your energy-saving mantra?
A. Turn off the lights!
Q. Best way for the average consumer to save energy?
A. Insulation and energy efficient lighting.
Q. Best piece of safety advice for anyone?
A. Call 811 before you dig!!!
Q. Which was the toughest of the three degrees you earned?
A. My Bachelor’s degree in Marine Engineering-it combined technical
theory with practical application, plus rigorous leadership training.
Q. Which was more difficult-major decisions for National Grid or in
the Navy Reserves?
A. Equally difficult when worrying about the safety of those people
you’re responsible for (i.e. deployed service members as well as
workers in dangerous situations) (also see “worst day” below).
Q. Best day on the job?
A. Receiving a hug from a distraught but grateful woman who I sat
with at a picnic table in upstate New York, who had just lost
everything due to the flooding from Hurricane Irene.
Q. Worst day on the job?
A. Superstorm Sandy when some National Grid Workers in Coney
Island who were trying to do their jobs almost didn’t make it out.
Q. Biggest challenge for the energy industry in our area?
A. The talent pool on Long Island. Our demographics are aging.
We are working hard to attract more young engineers and a
highly skilled workforce.
Q. Which has the greatest potential for future energy on LI?
A. A balance of all renewable energy.
Q. What traits are most important in leadership?
A. Strategy, sincere engagement and the ability to motivate those
around you.
Q. Your greatest personal achievement?
A. My children.
Q. Your greatest professional achievement?
A. I get a great sense of pride when someone who I’ve mentored
gets promoted or goes onto bigger and better things.
Q. Proudest charitable achievement?
A. I’m just grateful to be in a position where I can help those less fortunate.
Q. Describe a perfect day in retirement…
A. Spending time with Patti and the family.
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More importantly, their collaboration stresses safety
for employees and customers alike, which should
also result in the reduction of damage claims for the
utility companies.

Analysis conﬁrms that third party excavation poses
the number one risk to our infrastructure (not to
mention endangering customers and workers). Bob
notes that for National Grid, on Long Island alone,
there is an average of one damage claim per daythat’s more than 350 claims per year. Not only is it
costly, but the results can be catastrophic. The most
common cause of damage is homeowners, contractors or companies who forget (or fail) to call for a
markout which outlines the location of underground
utilities, so they can be avoided during excavation.
It is damage and destruction that can easily be
avoided by simply calling New York 811 ﬁrst, before
you dig.

Analysis conﬁrms that third
party excavation poses the number
one risk to our infrastructure...

Always focused on ways to better serve his customers, Bob also meets regularly with tech leaders
to look for new developments that could improve
service and/or safety. He mentions National Grid’s
partnership with ULC Robotics to develop robots
that go directly into utility systems and make repairs
from the “inside out” eliminating the need to dig
miles of trenches usually required for standard
repair access. Better yet, the robots can work while
the system is still operational, avoiding any service
interruption to customers. They are currently building a facility for ULC to test new robots for post
inspection of directional drilling construction that
can be timelier and less costly than current methods. National Grid also has its own internal R&D
division and recently partnered with another tech
leader to deploy a ﬁrst of its kind ‘all electric’ zero
emission construction equipment excavators.

LEADING BY EXAMPLE

When Bob says he considers himself an “environmentalist”, some might question his sincerity. But
before raising an eyebrow over the apparent contradiction of an “environmentalist” who spent 38 years
working for an electric and gas company, Bob explains
that he and his company fully understand what’s at
risk and recognize the need to change the landscape
to clean, renewable energy sources. Onboard,
and often leading the way, he says National Grid is
prepared for a future where natural gas may only
represent a tiny fraction of the energy they supply.

It appears that National Grid, like their faithful employee, Bob, believe in leading by
example.

A few of the most notable and important local initiatives, acquisitions and investments
recently made by National Grid include:
• The 23 megawatt solar farm being built in Calverton (in service 2022)

• $100 million private investment in Sunrun, the largest dedicated residential solar
company in the U.S. (Fun fact: Over the last 2 years, National Grid has processed
more solar hookup requests than natural gas requests)

• The Newtown Creek Renewable Natural Gas Project in Brooklyn which turns
organic material waste into methane and other gases that can be reﬁned to
create pipeline quality renewable natural gas

• $100 million acquisition of Geronimo Energy, a leading renewables developer of
wind and solar power
• Connecting Deepwater Wind’s Block Island wind farm to the electric grid

• Aligning with New York’s Clean Energy Transition Policy to aggressively reduce
greenhouse gas emissions

As a UK-based company, Bob admits the European division of National Grid is further
advanced and ahead of the U.S. in the move to “clean energy” however, with a
company culture that strongly encourages the sharing of best practices, they expect
to make similar advances on the U.S. side of the business soon.
After listening to all the clean energy initiatives, I must inquire about the need for the
somewhat controversial Northeast Supply Enhancement (NESE) pipeline project which
was recently delayed due to environmental concerns. Bob is “cautiously optimistic”
that it will get the approvals needed to move forward and believes it is vitally important.
He explains that the pipeline is needed now to provide customers in this fast-growing
region with enough capacity for the near term, until new alternative, renewable energy
sources are fully developed, readily available and aﬀordable, which despite these
initiatives and our country’s best eﬀorts, is likely to be several years down the line.

“THE NATURAL” GAS MAN

Before leaving, we brieﬂy discuss Bob’s plans for retirement. While there is no doubt
he will continue to serve charitably, he speaks of spending more time with family,
including his wife and children. His wife, Patti, is a recently retired special education
teacher. Together they look forward to travelling and visiting their three children. Their
oldest daughter, Jessica, a graduate of Cornell University, lives in Boston with her
husband. She is an occupational therapist at a hospital and a lecturer in the Department of Occupational Therapy at Boston University. Their son, Bobby, a graduate of
Binghamton University in Environmental Science, is a certiﬁed wilderness EMT and is
currently working as a naturalist / expedition guide for a high adventure cruise line in
Alaska. Their youngest daughter, Melissa, graduated from Ithaca College School of
Music, and is a Band Director at a middle school in Virginia.

As the interview concludes, it occurs to me that Bob himself is a perfect analogy
for natural gas—the commodity that he has spent decades working with: A highly
powerful force that spends most of its time quietly providing an eﬃcient, invisible
energy and warmth to everyone it serves.

N N N NN

Photo Credits-Page 21: Bob with Kathy Wisnewski, Long Island Community and Customer Manager at National Grid, having fun at a toy
building event with students from The Viscardi Center.
Above Left (top to bottom): 1. Bob and fellow National Grid employee, Phil Echevarrio, at Phil’s Navy retirement ceremony. 2. Bob provides
a media update at a National Grid employee “Power to Serve” volunteer event with Habitat for Humanity. 3. Bob and Theresa Regnante,
President and CEO of United Way-LI, at a National Grid vehicle dedication ceremony to support United Way’s Vets Build and Healthy Home
initiatives. 4 & 5. Bob (alone, photo 4) with National Grid and United Way employees (photo 5) at a hard hat and tee shirt fundraising
event in support of United Way’s Mission United program.
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JOIN US!

LICA Fall Legislative Breakfast
Friday, October 18
8:00 - 10:30am

th

The Long Island Power Authority is providing
clean, reliable, and EδSVHEFPI electric service for
our customers on Long Island and the Rockaways.
2I[=SVOɱW*MVWX3δWLSVI;MRH*EVQ

New York’s Four Largest Utility-Scale Solar Farms
New York’s Most Vibrant Behind-the-Meter
Rooftop Solar Market

New York’s Largest Commitment to Clean Fuel
Cell Technology
New York’s First Utility-Scale Battery Project

WE PROUDLY SUPPORT THE
LONG ISLAND CONTRACTORS’ ASSOCIATION

REGISTER NOW!

www.licanys.org/events
NYIT de Seversky Mansion, Glen Head, NY

www.lipower.org

BE SEEN!
Advertise In LI Road Warriors
Long Island Road Warriors magazine provides a unique opportunity to promote your business to our region’s premier general contractors, subcontractors,
suppliers and other influential industry-related businesses and partners.

12/8/17 12:15 PM Page 1

WINTER 2017

A look at some

Founding
Fathers of LI’s
Infrastructure
Industry

Inside:

Dream Big. Build Big.

by Governor Andrew M. Cuomo

Advertising is open to members and non-members alike, however all LICA
members receive a 20% member discount! The next issue will be published in
mid-September. Ad deadline is approx. one month prior to quarterly publication date.

James J. Pratt, III

LICA Chairman of the Board
& CEO of Pratt Brothers, Inc.

LI Road Warriors also offers select complimentary editorial opportunities for advertisers. Designated
content providers are featured as the “issue expert” in their field (limited to one feature per business
sector, per issue), allowing you to highlight your services, expertise or products by providing content
on an industry-relevant topic of your choosing.
For more information about LI Road Warriors or to view and download rate sheets/ad reservation forms,
please visit: www.licanys.org/road-warriors
For questions or to reserve space, please contact Lynn Barker at: lbarker@licanys.org
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NON-PROFIT

PROJECT WARMTH

Currently, one out of three households on Long
Island doesn’t earn enough to make ends meet
or heat their homes during the bitter winter
months. Project Warmth’s Emergency Fuel Fund
can make a significant difference for families
in our region. As Long Island’s only non-governmental, island-wide emergency fuel fund,
Project Warmth is a safety net for financially
struggling individuals and families who are
unable to pay their heating bill. This program
provides a one-time grant for fuel and/or fuelrelated electricity. Payments are made directly
to oil and utility companies on behalf of eligible
residents facing heating emergencies. For the
families we help each year, assistance with an
oil delivery or utility arrears means they have
room in their budgets to cover essentials like
food or medication. Last winter, Project
Warmth assisted the lives of 1,200 combined
children, adults and senior citizens.
Project Warmth will re-open this winter season
and will remain open until funds are exhausted.
If you or someone you know needs emergency
heating assistance, call United Way’s 2-1-1 Long
Island Information and Referral call center
by dialing 2-1-1 (or 1-888-774-7633) 7 days
a week, 9:00am-5:00pm, for referrals to an
intake site.
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WARMING HIS HEART AND HOME

Daryl is a U.S. Army veteran and a single father
raising his 14-year-old daughter in Freeport,
doing the best he can to provide her with a
happy life. He had been working as an MTA
bus driver in Brooklyn for over 10 years when,
in 2009, the bus he was driving rolled over a
loose construction plate and was dropped into
a hole in the street. His hip and back were injured, forcing him to leave work and undergo
extensive physical therapy to alleviate his pain.

In 2013, he was involved in another accident,
less serious than the first, but it aggravated his
already sensitive lingering injuries. He underwent surgery to repair the torn ligaments in his
hip but he found himself unable to continue to
perform the duties required of him as a bus
driver so he applied for permanent disability.

Living on a fixed income has been a challenge
for Daryl and his daughter. “My daughter plays
soccer, and the team families often get together
for dinner to celebrate big wins. I’m always
reluctant to go because I don’t have the extra
money to pay for a fun night out,” Daryl explains. “Life becomes a constant comparison–
do I spend money on dinner or do I fill a portion
of my oil tank? Parents offer to cover our tab
because they know about our situation but

I don’t want to depend on friends
for my daughters’ happiness.”

The winter months have been a
source of constant stress for Daryl,
as the expense of heating his
home meant he couldn’t afford to
pay his other bills. After learning
about Project Warmth he reached out to United Way
of Long Island…he knew his next steps would relieve
his worrying. “While I was working, I never thought
that I would be in the position I’m in now. I had seen
other people struggling but you don’t think about
how unpredictable life can be, that what happened
to them to cause their struggle could happen to anyone, to you.”

Daryl’s positive outlook on life hasn’t wavered,
despite the challenges he faces. “There are a lot of
people who have it worse than I do - I have a roof
over my head, clothes on my back and the love
of my daughter. I am thankful, appreciative and
grateful for the assistance I got through Project
Warmth. I am so glad that United Way offers this
help to those of us who just need a small bit of assistance to make it through tough times.”

HELP SUPPORT PROJECT WARMTH

Many working families on Long Island are not earning
enough money to maintain self-sufficiency and seniors
on fixed incomes are having a hard time making ends
meet. If a crisis strikes any of these households, they
may be forced into making financial compromises
and trade-offs that could be detrimental or even lifethreatening.
Your support of Project Warmth will make a powerful
statement that home energy is a basic human need
and is equal to other essentials such as food, water,
prescription medication, shelter and clothing.
Contributions may be mailed to:
Project Warmth
819 Grand Boulevard
Deer Park, NY 11729
or made online at:
www.unitedwayli.org/projectwarmth

*There are 267,000 households on Long Island living above poverty level but lacking the income and resources needed to afford

life’s basic necessities. This population, known as ALICE (Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed) falls into a dangerous
gap that leaves them without government assistance, but unable to afford housing, food, or child care without help. United Way
supports ALICE families through our programs, including Project Warmth.
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THE HIGH COST OF
GOVERNMENT REACTIONS
by Desmond M. Ryan, Government Relations Consultant
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— C. Montgomery Burns (The Simpsons)

Back when the Cold War was still hot, and New York State was
looking towards its energy future, lawmakers had thought
they had found the solution with nuclear power. With the
encouragement of state and local government, the Long
Island Lighting Company (LILCO) announced that it would be
erecting an 800-megawatt facility at Shoreham on the east end
of Long Island. The anticipated cost in 1967 was somewhere
between $150-$200 million. Then-Suﬀolk County Executive
H. Lee Dennison actually testiﬁed before the United States
Atomic Energy Commission stating that Long Island was not an
area "rich in natural resources" and that a nuclear power plant
should be built to meet the region's future energy needs.

‘

While Shoreham was still under construction, the 1979 disaster
at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania occurred, empowering the
anti-nuclear movement. In 1983, Suﬀolk County determined that
the region could not be safely evacuated in the event of a serious
nuclear accident at the plant. Then-Governor Mario Cuomo
ordered state oﬃcials not to approve any LILCO-sponsored evacuation plan—eﬀectively preventing the plant from ever operating
at full capacity. Upon its completion in 1984, Shoreham became
Long Island's white whale and the national poster child for the
anti-nuclear movement across the US, only to be bolstered by the
Chernobyl disaster in 1986 in modern day Ukraine.
At a ﬁnal cost of $5.5 billion, Shoreham never generated one single
kilowatt of commercial electricity and in essence, became the
centerpiece of a failed national energy policy. We here on Long
Island were left with no choice but to continue to rely on traditional
forms of fuel to meet our energy needs moving forward.

At a final cost of $5.5 billion,
Shoreham never generated one single
kilowatt of commercial electricity...

Which brings us to today. Fossil fuels, namely oil and natural gas,
have been the focal point for meeting the region's insatiable
energy appetite, yet many consider the continued use of these
fuels to be an important factor in global warming. The scientiﬁc
community says that greenhouse gas emissions are having a deﬁnitive impact on the overall rise of the earth's core temperature.
Environmental advocates believe there is a viable future using
alternative power sources such as wind, solar, and massive batteries, But at what cost? Will Long Islanders be expected to foot
another bill to make up for the failings of their local governments,
as was the case with Shoreham?
Photo (left): "Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant" by Paul Searing
(https://www.ﬂickr.com/people/13995873@N05/is) licensed under CC BY 2.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/)

NEWS & VIEWS

“Smithers, do you think maybe my power plant
killed those ducks? Excellent."

Current Governor Andrew Cuomo recently
announced that the state, working with private
industry, will build a wind turbine farm expected
to generate over 1,600 megawatts of power oﬀ
Long Island's south shore. There is no question
that oﬀshore wind is the most expensive renewable source of power. Subsidizing this oﬀshore
project is anticipated to cost New Yorkers over
$500 million a year and the Governor's aggressive agenda to establish 9,000 megawatts of
oﬀshore power by 2035 will come with a price
tag that will be unbearable for all rate payers.

At the present time, the state of Massachusetts
is looking to expand its use of Canadian hydroelectric power to fulﬁll its objective on renewable sources of energy. Like Massachusetts,
New York should be exploring a long-term relationship with Hydro-Quebec to import power
while supporting a transmission line through
the Hudson River Valley thus providing the state
with an additional 1,000 megawatts of muchneeded energy. From a cost perspective, in the
long run, hydro-power would be far more eﬃcient than ﬁnancially-prohibitive wind turbines.

During the Shoreham debate years ago, emotions ran high for both opening and closing the
plant. What no one actually thought about was,
“What can we aﬀord to pay for power?” Turns
out, the answer was billions. Let's try not to
make the same mistake for the next 50 years.
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Guy Truicko

Field Representative

James Cornell

Recording Secretary

681 Fulton Avenue
(516) 489-0888
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•
•

Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 489-7617

ŽŵƉůŝŵĞŶƚƐŽĨ͙

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS
LOCAL 15, 15A, 15B, 15C, 15D, 15G, 15H

THOMAS A. CALLAHAN

President and Business Manager

Christopher R. Thomas
Andrew K. Cullimore
Anthony R. LaRosa

Robert J. Burns

Michael A. Salerno

Daniel J. Gilmartin
Peter A. Donofrio

John W. McNamara

Augustino Martiniello
Robert G. Shaw, Jr.

44-40 11th Street ³ Long Island City, New York 11101
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Whether your job is to construct, demolish, pave or grade, JESCO delivers
innovative products of superior quality built on tradition and integrity.

Sales, Parts, Service & Rentals

SHRED. SCREEN. GRIND.

LOCATIONS
Deer Park, NY

Beacon, NY

110 East Jefryn Blvd, Deer Park, NY 11729

497 Fishkill Ave, Beacon, NY 12508

(631) 256-6850

(845) 831-1800

www.jesco.us

800-241-7070

